
 
 
 
January 27, 2014 
 
 
Colleagues, 
 
Over the past year and specifically the last eight months, the issue of our future 
governance model has consumed a great deal of time and attention, and it has been the 
fodder of many conversations on and off campus. Very soon I will be asked by the State 
Board of Higher Education to officially make a request as to the desired model for 
Eastern Oregon University.   
 
As you know, the three basic proposed structures are: 1) an institutional specific board; 
2) a consortia board to oversee the four Technical and Regional Universities (TRUs); 
and 3) an affiliation model where we would be governed by one of the larger universities.   
 
Recently, as has been discussed in various forums, a fourth model has been developed 
based on the concept of each TRU having an institutional board and creating a 
“President’s Council. ” This Council would serve as a mechanism to enhance 
collaborations, ensure statewide goals and strategies are being fulfilled, and leverage 
the size and scope of the TRUs for political advantage. We have coined this the “hybrid 
approach” as it combines models 1 and 2. Review of the concept has been positive and 
it is seeing a great deal of interest from the State Board and the legislature.    
 
As I continually have pointed out, each model has strengths and weaknesses, and none 
will solve our fiscal and financial challenges. The primary and key focus to me is 
determining which model will provide the best means for EOU to: maintain institutional 
identity and autonomy; achieve regional and statewide goals; serve students and meet 
their unique educational needs; and provide the best vehicle to represent our University 
to key stakeholders including the legislature, Higher Education Coordinating Council, 
Oregon Education Investment Board and others.  
 
Therefore, my goal has been to wade through the options and evaluate the components 
of each option to reach a recommendation for the State Board of Higher Education, and 
ultimately, the State Legislature, as to which model I believe will best serve Eastern 
Oregon University—our faculty, staff and students—as well as the citizens of Oregon as 
a whole, specifically those in our region with whom we are empowered and charged to 
serve.  
 
We have investigated the costs associated with each model, validating our estimates 
with the results of other universities and also conducting an evaluation through the 



Chancellor’s Office and by an external agency. Interestingly, the conclusion reached by 
the State Board was that the marginal differences in costs between the various models 
were negligible and not enough to drive one model more than another.  
 
I have also taken into great account the political environment and appetite of what would 
be feasible to support and what would not.    
 
In reaching a final recommendation, we have hosted over 20 presentations and 
discussions—on and off campus—with students, faculty, staff and community members 
throughout the region. We have also conducted an online survey and I have received a 
plethora of e-mails. Daily I have been asked to talk with individuals when I walk around 
campus and our community, even skiing at Anthony Lakes or sweating on the treadmill 
at the fitness center.  
 
This advice and wisdom has been extremely useful in providing ideas to frame additional 
questions, formulate new areas of inquiry as well as think more critically about the 
various models. In fact, the hybrid approach came from such a discussion. A clear 
majority of the comments I received are in favor of this model and if it were not possible, 
the consortium board and/or the institutional board are suggested as alternatives. This is 
not to deny there has been a solid minority level of support with sound reasoning 
advocating for an affiliation with OSU.  
 
Last week I gave a presentation on the hybrid approach to the Special Legislative 
Committee on University Governance. In preparing my remarks, I utilized the broad 
goals and functions of the current state system of higher education and the Chancellor’s 
Office.  
 
From my perspective, there are three major components of this model. The first is the 
“state-wide” strategic outlook  – the State Board of Higher Education through the 
academic strategies committee creating its “portfolio” view of institutions, establishing 
statewide goals and distributing state appropriations. This is the mechanism in which the 
goals of the state are articulated, measured and accounted for. These duties are being 
transferred to the Higher Education Coordinating Council (HECC).    
 
The second function is implementation and oversight of shared services—those services 
utilized by each university in a manner that achieves the greatest use of economies of 
scale—will now be handled by a “Shared Service Enterprise” and overseen by an 
executive council made up by a member of each university.   
 
The third function is legislative and community advocacy at the state level. In the 
consortia model and the hybrid approach, this will be achieved by combining efforts of 
the four TRUs. In the affiliate model, this could represent a significant challenge, as the 
larger institution will dictate needs that may or may not be in concert with the subsumed 
university. This could be a serious drawback and is noted in various models where it has 
been implemented, specifically in reports from national organizations.  
 
Beyond legislative advocacy, many of the issues of an affiliation model are being 
addressed in the hybrid approach, including program collaborations, additional services, 
etc. while also preserving institutional autonomy and identity, whereas the affiliate model 
does not.   
 



Over the past month, a great deal of interest and support has been generated for the 
hybrid approach in Salem and throughout the state. Key legislators and leaders have 
openly and actively supported this model as they see the benefits of its implementation.   
 
Late last week, Western Oregon University officially announced that it will be seeking an 
independent institutional board. This is in line with the hybrid approach. Oregon Tech, 
too, will be announcing these same intentions soon. While I am not aware of an 
immediate announcement, Southern Oregon University is also very much in favor of this 
approach and is in position to make their official request.   
 
Interestingly, the president of the University of Oregon was very vocal in his support of 
this model when asked about it during a meeting with legislators last week. He sees it 
adding strength to the overall public higher education continuum for Oregon.    
 
Given the positives of the hybrid model—the institutional specific attention, the 
collaborative approach through the President’s Council, the current level of statewide 
legislative interest and support, and the endorsements it is receiving across the state 
from multiple organizations within universities and the community—I am preparing to 
recommend this model to the State Board of Higher Education in early March.   
 
Throughout February, I will continue to meet with our shared governing bodies as well as 
other stakeholders and seek their final input and advice prior to making my final and 
official recommendation. However, at this point in time, given the structural shifts that 
have occurred at the state and the paradigms that are now being put in place, along with 
the emphasis on local control and leadership throughout the state, I believe the hybrid 
approach is the best pathway forward for our University now and will serve us well in the 
decades to come.  
 
Thank you to those who have provided thoughts and advice during this process. I 
appreciate your support, as this has not been a simple task.  
 
Star of Eastern Oregon University 
 
Over the past several weeks, Ben Corley, area coordinator for Housing and Student 
Involvement, and Colleen Dunne-Cascio, director of Student Relations, have performed 
well above the call of duty. Because of their calm demeanor and professionalism, we 
have averted many significant student issues. In several cases that I am aware of, both 
Ben and Colleen demonstrated compassion and a willingness to help students who were 
facing personal crises. These situations had the potential to escalate to levels where 
they and/or others could have been physically harmed. Yet, Ben and Colleen were able 
to defuse the situations and present solutions, and our students and campus community 
are safer for it. Most of you may not notice their work and dedication. That, too, is an 
attribute and statement of their professional ability to work with our students through 
their own tumultuous times.   
 
Kudos and Miscellaneous 
 
On Jan. 31 and Feb. 1, McKenzie Theatre will come alive for the annual concert 
presented by our Music Department and Chamber Choir. “Then & Now Hit Shuffle” will 
feature songs from a wide range of years and genres including “Sing Sing Sing,” which 



was recorded in 1937, to the 2012 hit “Some Nights” by indie pop band Fun. For show 
times and ticket information, go to www.eou.edu/news-press/hit-shuffle-show.  
 
Participants of a unique artist residency program are reuniting for “The Return of the 
Winter Wrens” with an exhibition opening reception Friday, Feb. 7 from 6-8 p.m. in 
Nightingale Gallery at EOU. As a prelude, Ryan Pierce, the originator of the residency 
program and former visiting professor at EOU, will give a public talk Thursday, Feb 6 at 
6 p.m. in Zabel Hall, Room 101. The exhibit will run through Feb. 28. Read more at 
www.eou.edu/news-press/winter-wrens-exhibition. 
 
Our men’s and women’s basketball teams are returning home for games this Friday and 
Saturday versus Warner Pacific and Concordia, respectfully. The women’s game starts 
at 5:30 p.m. and men take the court at 7:30.  
 
Finally, I wish Ryan Dearinger and his beloved Seattle Seahawks the best of luck this 
Sunday in the Super Bowl. All season we have endured Ryan’s fanaticism, and while I 
am not sure we could stand a year of clamoring if they win, I am even more unsure of 
what to expect if they lose! At least the Mariners will quell some of the enthusiasm 
exuding form his corner office in Ackerman… 
 
I wish you all a marvelous week and thank you for all that you do for Eastern and our 
students.  
 
Respectfully, 
 
Bob 
 
Bob Davies 
President 
 
 


